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ABSTRACT

This paper proposes a multi-modal complex motion authoring tool for creating robot contents. The proposed tool is user-friendly and allows general users without much knowledge about robots, including children, women and the elderly, to easily edit and modify robot contents. Furthermore, the tool uses multi-modal data including graphic motion, voice and music to simulate user-created robot contents in the 3D virtual environment. This allows the user to not only view the authoring process in real time but also transmit the final authored contents to control the robot. The validity of the proposed tool was examined based on simulations using the authored multi-modal complex motion robot contents as well as experiments of actual robot motions.
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1. INTRODUCTION

With rapid developments in today’s robot technology, service robots have been used in a wide range of fields. However, robots must become more affordable in terms of price and easier to use for general users in order to expand the scope of applications of intelligent robots in our everyday life. Based on these requirements, researches and developments have been taking place in countries with advanced robot technologies such as the U.S. and Japan regarding various robot software products (authoring tools in this study) that allow users to easily create a variety of robot commands (services). Major software products include ERSP™ from Evolution Robotics [1], RoboStudio™ from NEC [2], UML-RT from OMG(Object Management Group) [3], 3D Simulation Tool from CyberRobotics [4] and Microsoft Robotics Studio(MSRS) [5]. Evolution Robotics developed a mobile robot software development tool called ERSP for vision-based mobile robot control programming, which had required a high level of technical skills. CyberRobotics is applying its robot software development tool Webots to diverse types of robots, and Microsoft entered the robot market with MSRS 1.0, a robot software development tool for Windows. In Korea, a simulator software package based on a flowchart-type graphic language was recently developed to facilitate the research and development of elemental and control technologies for intelligent robots in the 3D virtual environment [6]. The common aim of these software solutions is to improve the user accessibility of robot software development tools to expand the robot market.

Robot motion authoring has been studied with character animation in virtual environments, and thus numerous studies have been applied into the robot motion authoring. In [7], a motion patch, which informs what motions are available for ani-
mated characters within a block, is presented as a new technique for allowing animated characters to navigate through a virtual environment. An automatic generation of robot motions for effective human–robot interaction is presented in [8], but it is still inconvenient or very limited because the motions are generated by samples thus have the best fit on special cases. In [9], a motion generating system for humanoid robots is presented based on the key–frame animation. Unlike dynamic–based method which motion generation for humanoids has studied mainly, the proposed system generates a robot motion by a sequence of given several postures, and all the motions of Tai Chi Chuan are produced by the system.

However, user–intuitive or user–friendly robot command authoring tools that focus on facilitating general users are still rare. The lack of user–intuitive or user–friendly tools is likely to create a barrier for providing robot services (commands/motions) that correspond with the preferences and demands of general users including children, the elderly and housewives, who are expected to be the major clients in the service robot industry.

This paper proposes a multi–modal complex motion authoring tool capable of creating robot contents. The proposed tool is user–friendly and allows general users without much knowledge about robots, including children, women and the elderly, to easily edit and modify robot contents. More specifically, the multi–modal complex motion authoring tool proposed in this paper creates basic motions, links them to author various robot movements and provides a simulation environment to test the authoring outcome. The proposed authoring tool also uses multi–modal data such as graphic motions, voice and music to simulate user–created robot contents in a 3D virtual environment so that the user can view the authoring process in real time and transmit the authored robot contents to control the robot. The validity of the proposed tool was examined based on simulations using the authored multi–modal complex motion robot contents as well as experiments of actual robot motions.

This paper is organized as follows. The proposed multi–modal complex authoring tool for creating robot contents is reviewed in Section II, which includes the media sequencer and motion editor. The experimental results and discussion are presented in Section III, followed by the conclusion in Section IV.

2. MULTI-MODAL COMPLEX MOTION AUTHORING TOOL

The multi–modal complex motion authoring tool implemented by this study divides authoring functions into high–level functions performed by the media sequencer (MS) and low–level functions performed by the motion editor (ME). Each level carries out independent roles. MS aligns pre–authored media clip files on the timeline to create and edit intended motions, and ME assigns the start and end times of movements to author robot motions. The authored outcome is saved as a motion file and played back in MS, and the motion file is implemented with an independent format according to robot characteristics. Media clips aligned on the MS timeline consist of robot voice implemented with TTS(text–to–speech) synthesis, general sound sources used for background audio (*.wav, etc.) and media files that designate robot behavior (bodily motions and facial expressions; behavior is restricted to motions in this study). In addition, motion editing and motion generation are provided to render smooth transition between two different robot motions for graphic representation.

2.1 Robot Structure

For this study, a humanoid with 24 degrees of freedom (DOF) was used as the object of robot contents authoring. The position of the robot constantly changes according to robot motions on the absolute coordinate. Accordingly, a virtual frame
was established above robot's waistline to calculate joint motions on the absolute coordinate according to movements, and each actuator was assigned with a unique ID to represent robot's motions. IDs 0~2 and 3~5 indicate translation and rotation, respectively, in X, Y and Z directions of the virtual frame (Figure 1 (a) and (b)). In addition, each joint of robot has its own virtual actuator to represent the rotation of the joint (Figure 1 (c)).

2.2 Media Sequencer

MS-based authoring involves aligning media files on the timeline. As shown in Figure 2, MS aligns TTS, sounds and motions on the timeline to author intended complex movements and was designed to perform independently from the lower functions of ME. The authoring process consists of assigning media types to the track layer and adding new media files according to the assigned type.

Different types of media files provide following functions:

(1) Voice Authoring using TTS (Text-Speech Synthesis): User's text input in the MS track is synthesized into a robot voice, providing a talking capability to robot contents. There is only one text string media track, and thus text strings must not overlap in the timeline.

(2) Sound Authoring: User's sound input in the MS track is converted to be used as the background audio or sound effect of the multi-modal content. General sound files can be used for sound authoring, although compatible sound file formats may vary according to the robot hardware. Up to n sound tracks can be mixed on the timeline for simultaneous output. The sound files may be authored by different commercial programs.

(3) Motion Authoring: User's motion input in the MS track is converted to be used as the robot motion of the authored multi-modal content. The motions used for motion authoring are authored with robot's joint and position from ME's lower functions, and are combined with TTS and sounds to create multi-modal robot contents. As with sound files, multiple motion files can overlap on the timeline for playback.

Accordingly, MS allows the user to combine TTS-synthesized voice and sounds with robot motions to provide new types of multi-modal robot contents that include motions, voice and sounds (music). The final result authored by MS is in the form of an event index file that contains the start
and end times for each media file. The result also contains processing parameters including sound file volume, motion blending and transition. In other words, only the combinations of the aligned media files are examined in MS, and each media file is stored with separate authoring programs. The final authored files from MS only contain the index of each media clip file.

2.3 Motion Editor

ME provides the functions for creating robot motions. In order to allow users to easily author robot motions, the ME developed for this study, shown in Figure 3, converts the variation of each joint value with the progress of time into a graphic form to simplify the process of creating and modifying robot’s motion data. The ME allows authoring of robot motions with an approach similar to those of commercial modeling and animation authoring tools such as 3D Studio Max™, Maya™ and Flash™ so that users familiar with commercial tools as well as those with little robot knowledge including children and the elderly to easily create robot motions. Whereas 2D object-oriented drawing editor such as Microsoft PowerPoint provides easy and intuitive direct manipulation, translation and rotation must be adjusted in three directions (X, Y and Z) for a single joint in 3D, making it difficult to control with mouse or keyboard. Accordingly, most 3D editors provide indirect manipulation using a slide bar as default, and direct manipulation is offered as an additional feature. Based on this general trend, the authoring tool developed for this paper was designed to support both direct and indirect manipulation. A joint value can be typed into the text input window next to the name of the joint name (Figure 3, A). The indirect manipulation approach offered by the tool involves dragging an apex of the graph while adjusting the slide bar (Figure 3, B), and direct manipulation requires clicking a joint of the robot in the 3D rendering window and moving it to a desired location (Figure 3, C). In addition, ME’s motion authoring supports both pose and joint-based approaches. Pose-based robot motion authoring creates robot’s pose by adjusting joint values according to time, which is an easy way appropriate for beginners. However, it is difficult to link various poses and render natural motions to author high-quality motion output. In comparison, joint-based robot authoring creates robot motions by adjusting joint values required for intended poses. Although this approach can create natural motions with minimum and optimal key frames, skilled manipulation is required to obtain a desired pose by varying joint values.

In the case of a motion file containing n media tracks to be played back with multiple motions at a single point in time (multiple motions being played back simultaneously), there needs to be a resolution to deal with the different values assigned to a single joint by multiple motions. The ME implemented for this study adopts the simple method of using the average of multiple joint values. However, even when two motions are played back simultaneously, applying the average value becomes pointless if one is facial expression and the other is associated with bodily motion. In order to distinguish such a circumstance, it is necessary to identify that a specific region of a specific joint is significant rather than every value of every motion. Therefore, ME must be able to distinguish between joints with and without values when as-
esigning a particular pose. The issue was resolved in this study by assigning a motion value to a specific region of a specific rather than every motion of the robot. ME designates joints with motions in their poses as "key joints", and assigns each key joint with a motion weight factor that indicates the degree of importance of the joint value to link two motions seamlessly. For example, if we assume that one motion is swinging arms back and forth and the other is walking with legs, a new natural motion of swinging arms while walking can be created by applying motion weight factors. However, the weight factor is difficult to apply when there is another key joint representing a different motion at the same time with an identical or similar weight factor. This conflict was resolved with simple motion mixing by applying different ratios between two motions according to time. The joint values were mixed by gradually increasing the ratio of the start motion from 0 to 1 and decreasing that of the end motion from 1 to 0 to yield a seamless transition between the two motions.

3. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS

3.1 Multi-Modal Complex Motion Authoring Tool System

The multi-modal complex motion authoring tool system proposed in this paper was implemented on a personal computer with 1GByte memory, 1.80 GHz AMD Athlon™ 64-bit processor CPU and ATI Radeon X1600 graphic card that supports DirectX. Other software packages used for the system include Microsoft DirectX and Microsoft. Net Framework 2.0 as well as Microsoft Speech SDK 5.1 [10], NeoSpeech Korean Yumi16 Voice [11] and TextAloud TTS Interface for providing voice recognition technology to the multi-modal authoring tool. As well, Bluetooth 2.0 was used to transmit(distribute) the authored contents to the robot. Figure 4 illustrates the overall authoring process of the multi-modal complex motion authoring tool system implemented for this study.

3.2 Robot Contents Authoring and Its Application

3.2.1 Experiment 1: Basic Motion Authoring

The purpose of Experiment 1 was to confirm whether robot motions authored with ME are played back properly by the Motion Player as well as in an actual robot. Joint-based authoring was used to create robot motions, and the user adjusted joint values to implement continuous movements. Although the user can use codes as in Figure 5(b), ME provides an intuitive approach of creating and authoring desired robot movements by adjusting each joint value as shown in Figure 5(a). The data for expressing robot motions are defined with XML files, which only record key frame rotation values of each virtual actuator and not those of stationary
joints. Figure 5(b) displays the XML pseudo code for bending the back and bending the left knee. The motion specified in the pseudo is carried out from Frame 0 to Frame 100 and a frame rate was set at 30 fps. Motion values were assigned to the key frames of ID 6 and 21 that correspond to bending the back and the left knee. Figure 5(c) shows the result of executing the pseudo code of Figure 5(b) in ME Motion Player.

In addition to testing on the Motion Player, the motions authored by ME were applied to an actual robot for the experiment (Figure 6). The motion data was transmitted to the robot using Bluetooth and it was examined whether the contents containing TTS, sound and motion produced by the multi-modal complex motion authoring tool controlled the robot according to user’s intention.

Based on the approach explained above, a total of nine basic motions (elbow rotation motion, shoulder rotation motion, back bending motion, ankle rotation motion, vertical leg rotation motion, kick motion, walk motion, arm rotation motion and waist rotation motion, Figure 7) were created and checked for this study [12,13].

![Figure 7](image_url)  
*Fig. 7. Example of complex motion authoring using basic motions.*

### 3.2.2 Experiment 2: Multi-Modal Complex Motion Contents Authoring

Experiment 2 involves examining the possibility of authoring multi-modal complex motion robot contents using the proposed tool. Background audio consisting of sound and TTS voice was added to the motions newly created with various combi-
nations of basic motions and simulations were performed to check actual robot movements, in order to verify whether general users with little knowledge about robots including children, women and the elderly can easily author robot contents.

A dance motion was implemented as shown in Figure 7 based on four motions newly created by combining the nine basic motions produced for robot contents authoring. Figure 8 shows the authoring process of robot contents containing sound and TTS voice created with the multi-modal complex motion authoring tool proposed in this paper. Figure 9 displays screen capture of the simulation result from the proposed authoring tool (multi-modal complex motion robot contents that consist of new motions created by the combinations of basic motions and the background audio containing sound and TTS voice) as well as actual robot movements controlled by the transmitted data. The experimental results confirmed that the multi-modal complex motion authoring tool system proposed by this study provides general users with an intuitive, fun and easy way to create basic motions, which thus a wide range of multi-modal complex motions can also be authored.

The comparison between the conventional methods and the proposed system is summarized as the following table.

4. CONCLUSION

This paper proposed a multi-modal complex motion authoring tool for creating robot contents, which is composed of two parts: the ME (motion editor) for creating robot motion and the MS (media sequencer) for editing various media files such as voice, music and (graphic) motion. Two experiments were explored on the proposed authoring tool. From the result of experiment 1, the functionality for basic motion authoring was checked and a total of nine basic motions were created. The possibility of authoring multi-modal complex motion robot contents were examined by adding various media files (such as sound and voice) into the motions in experiment 2. The effectiveness of the proposed tool was confirmed based on the simulations using the authored multi-modal
Table 1. Comparison between the conventional methods and the proposed system

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Each method</th>
<th>Comparative indices</th>
<th>main role</th>
<th>skill level for user’s accessibility</th>
<th>graphic simulation</th>
<th>transfer to actual robot</th>
<th>applicable robot</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>[1] software developer</td>
<td></td>
<td>High</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Wheeled</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[2] authoring</td>
<td></td>
<td>Fair</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Specific</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[4] software developer</td>
<td></td>
<td>High</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Wheeled, Humanoid</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[5] software developer</td>
<td></td>
<td>Fair</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Wheeled</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[6] authoring</td>
<td></td>
<td>Low</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Wheeled</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Proposed</td>
<td></td>
<td>Low</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Humanoid</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

complex robot contents as well as the experimental results of the robot contents including motions transmitted to an actual robot.
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